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a b s t r a c t 

Embodied theories of semantic cognition predict that brain regions involved in motion perception are engaged 
when people comprehend motion concepts expressed in language. Left lateral occipitotemporal cortex (LOTC) 
is implicated in both motion perception and motion concept processing but prior studies have produced mixed 
findings on which parts of this region are engaged by motion language. We scanned participants performing 
semantic judgements about sentences describing motion events and static events. We performed univariate anal- 
yses, multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) and psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses to investigate the 
effect of motion on activity and connectivity in different parts of LOTC. In multivariate analyses that decoded 
whether a sentence described motion or not, the middle and posterior parts of LOTC showed above-chance level 
performance, with performance exceeding that of other brain regions. Univariate ROI analyses found the middle 
part of LOTC was more active for motion events than static ones. Finally, PPI analyses found that when processing 
motion events, the middle and posterior parts of LOTC (overlapping with motion perception regions), increased 
their connectivity with cognitive control regions. Taken together, these results indicate that the more posterior 
parts of LOTC, including motion perception cortex, respond differently to motion vs. static events. These find- 
ings are consistent with embodiment accounts of semantic processing, and suggest that understanding verbal 
descriptions of motion engages areas of the occipitotemporal cortex involved in perceiving motion. 
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. Introduction 

Embodied theories of semantics hold that we represent knowl-
dge of concepts by simulating the sensory, motor and other sensa-
ions they elicit ( Barsalou, 1999 ; Decety and Grezes, 2006 ; Gallese and
akoff, 2005 ). In terms of motion concept representation, there is ev-
dence that brain areas involved in perceiving and controlling move-
ents are also engaged when we process concepts relating to mo-
ion ( Barsalou, 2003 ; Beilock et al., 2008 ). In particular, the lateral
ccipital-temporal cortex (LOTC) has been implicated in processing,
erceiving and representing embodied experiences of perceived motion
 Lingnau and Downing, 2015 ; Tucciarelli et al., 2019 ). The LOTC is typ-
cally assumed to encompass the posterior portion of the middle tem-
oral gyrus, extending back into middle occipital gyrus as far as the
ateral occipital sulcus ( Lingnau and Downing, 2015 ; Weiner and Grill-
pector, 2013 ) (see Fig. 1 ). This broad region of the cortex includes areas
mplicated in motion and action perception as well as sites associated
ith language processing. As an important area for action perception,
arts of LOTC respond when participants watch videos or pictures of
uman body movements ( Cross et al., 2006 ; Lingnau and Petris, 2013 ),
ool-related actions ( Beauchamp et al., 2002 ), and abstract moving stim-
∗ Corresponding author at: 7 George Square, Edinburgh, EH8 9JZ, UK. 
E-mail address: p.hoffman@ed.ac.uk (P. Hoffman) . 
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li formed by dots ( Tootell et al., 1995 ; Wall et al., 2008 ) or geometries
 Zeki et al., 1991 ). In addition, lesion studies have showed that dam-
ge to LOTC leads to poor performance in naming, preparing or imitat-
ng actions ( Brambati et al., 2006 ; Buxbaum et al., 2014 ; Hoeren et al.,
014 ). Body representation is also a function of LOTC, with posterior
arts of the region identified as ‘limb-selective’ regions ( Weiner and
rill-Spector, 2013 ). 
Beyond perception, understanding action/motion concepts also en-

ages LOTC. Some positron emission tomography (PET) studies and
unctional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have observed
OTC activity when participants generate appropriate verbs for objects
 Martin et al., 1995 ) or match motion pictures with similar semantic
eanings ( Tucciarelli et al., 2019 ). Lesion studies have also reported
hat patients with damage in LOTC showed deficits of matching ver-
al descriptions of actions to related pictures ( Kalénine et al., 2010 ;
emmerer et al., 2012 ; Urgesi et al., 2014 ). Some researchers suggested
hat the response of LOTC is also sensitive to grammatical categories.
or example, compared with nouns, verbs elicit stronger activation in
arts of LOTC ( Bedny et al., 2014 ; Kable et al., 2005 ). Within verbs,
eelen et al. (2012) found that the posterior part of LOTC showed a
reference for action verbs (verbs describing dynamic activities, like ‘to
y 2022 
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Fig. 1. The lateral occipital temporal cortex and its division into regions of 
interest for this study 
ITS, inferior temporal sulcus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; STS, superior tem- 
poral sulcus; LOS, lateral occipital sulcus. 
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alk’) than state verbs (verbs describing state or mental actions, but no
bvious body actions, like ‘to believe’). 
These results have shown that LOTC includes areas involved in both

erceiving action and motion visually and in understanding related se-
antic concepts. However, there remains considerable debate over the
egree to which the precise regions engaged by these functions over-
ap and consequently, researchers hold different views about the role of
OTC in motion concept representation. Strong re-enactment theories
laim that understanding motion words requires reactivation of cor-
esponding perceptual experiences, and thus predict that understand-
ng motion words elicits similar neural responses to perceiving motion
irectly ( Hauk et al., 2004 ; Kiefer et al., 2012 ; Pulvermüller, 2005 ;
aygin et al., 2010 ). Weaker embodiment theories argue that represen-
ation of motion concepts recruit regions close to relevant sensory ar-
as, but do not necessarily activate the perceptual regions themselves
 Barsalou, 2003 ; Bedny et al., 2008 ; Kable et al., 2002 ; Martin and
hao, 2001 ). Finally, modality-independent views propose that LOTC
ctivation for motion words is driven by retrieval of event concepts
r grammatical information linked with verbs, rather than effects of
ensory-motor simulation ( Bedny and Caramazza, 2011 ; Bedny et al.,
012 ). 
To understand the role of LOTC in action/motion concept representa-

ion, it is critical to determine whether processing motion-related words
ngages the same parts of LOTC, in the same ways, as perceiving mo-
ion directly. Evidence on this issue has been somewhat inconsistent.
any studies have focused on area V5 (also frequently termed hMT + ),
 critical region for perception of visual motion located in the poste-
ior part of LOTC. As an important region for encoding visual infor-
ation concerning motions and body movements ( Beauchamp et al.,
004 ; Dumoulin et al., 2000 ; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000 ; Liu et al.,
016 ; Schultz et al., 2005 ; Thompson et al., 2005 ), V5 was also found
o activate during action concept processing ( Assmus et al., 2007 ;
lenberg and Kaschak, 2002 ; Revill et al., 2008 ; Rueschemeyer et al.,
010 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ). It was reported that, compared with pro-
essing language or images of static events, more activation of V5 was
bserved when participants read and listened to sentences describing
otion events ( Rueschemeyer et al., 2010 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ), made se-
antic decisions to words ( Kable et al., 2002 ) or sentences ( Revill et al.,
008 ) describing motion, or comprehended action knowledge repre-
ented in static pictograms ( Assmus et al., 2007 ). 
However, studies finding V5 activation have been criticized for us-

ng pictures as stimuli ( Assmus et al., 2007 ; Kable et al., 2002 ), or for
ombining motion-related language stimuli with other visual stimuli
 Revill et al., 2008 ; Rueschemeyer et al., 2010 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ).
ince pictures of static objects or humans can also elicit responses in
2 
5 ( Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000 ; Senior et al., 2000 ), it is hard to de-
ermine the contribution of conceptual processing when language and
ictures are presented together. In addition, integrating audiovisual lan-
uage stimuli could activate V5 ( Calvert et al., 1999 ; 2000 ), thus the V5
ffect in some studies might be caused by the use of audiovisual stimuli
 Saygin et al., 2010 ), instead of the motion content. 
In addition, not all studies have supported the view that V5 is

ngaged when processing motion-related words. Some evidence sug-
ests that only the more anterior part of LOTC, typically referred
o as pMTG (posterior middle temporal gyrus), shows such effects.
everal studies using pure language stimuli have only found mo-
ion effects in areas anterior to V5, such as pMTG ( Bedny et al.,
008 ; Gennari et al., 2007 ; Noppeney et al., 2005 ). For instance,
edny et al. (2008) asked participants to judge the semantic similar-
ty of words (nouns and verbs), finding more activation for verbs in
MTG but not V5. Kable et al. (2002) used a conceptual matching task
matching related words or pictures) and observed that both pMTG and
5 responded to motion images, but only pMTG and other semantic pro-
essing regions were activated for motion words. These studies indicate
hat representing motion concepts might not recruit V5 directly, a view
upported by a meta-analysis by Watson et al. (2013) , which reported
hat activation for action verbs was more anterior in LOTC than for ac-
ion images. 
The absence of V5 effects has also been reported in studies using
otion and static sentences as stimuli ( Chen et al., 2008 ; Desai et al.,
013 ; Dravida et al., 2013 ; Humphreys et al., 2013 ; Wallentin et al.,
005 ). When comparing motion sentences (e.g. ‘The child fell under the
lide’) with static or abstract ones (e.g. ‘The merchant was greedy’ /
The congress is causing a big trade deficit again’), these studies found
tronger responses in the pMTG region anterior to V5, but not in V5 it-
elf. In particular, Humphreys et al. (2013) separated motion sentences
rom static images depicting motion in every trial. They showed partic-
pants a picture depicting a moving or static event first, followed by a
ecording of a sentence describing the event presented after a short in-
erval. They reported that V5 responded to the motion pictures, but not
o the later sentence stimuli. These findings have made some researchers
keptical about the role of lower-level perceptual areas such as V5 in un-
erstanding motion language ( Gennari, 2012 ; Humphreys et al., 2013 ).
It is important to note that the studies reviewed above relied on uni-

ariate neuroimaging analyses, in which data from each voxel is ana-
yzed independently. Multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) has the po-
ential to provide more sensitive analyses of motion effects in LOTC and
o uncover the content of representations in this brain region, but has
nly recently been applied to this research question. Wurm and Cara-
azza (2019) used MVPA to investigate representation of different types
f motion elicited by videos and sentences (e.g., “the girl opens the
ottle ”). They found that regions in LOTC encoded motion types in a
rossmodal fashion (generalizing between videos and sentences), sup-
orting the general view that this area is involved in conceptual repre-
entation of motion and action. However, these authors did not directly
ompare effects in posterior LOTC (V5) with those more anterior parts
pMTG), thus the spatial distribution of these effects remains unclear.
ther MVPA studies using video stimuli have revealed that both con-
rete and abstract action representations can be decoded from fMRI sig-
al in posterior LOTC ( Wurm et al., 2016 ), and that the neural responses
o observed actions can be classified in terms of transitivity and social-
ty ( Wurm et al., 2017 ). However, no studies have yet investigated how
VPA effects to pure linguistic descriptions of motion vary across the
OTC region. 
In summary, while it is clear that LOTC is engaged by motion under-

tanding as well as motion perception, the precise locus of these effects,
nd hence their interpretation, remains under debate. In present study,
e used multiple analysis methods to construct a more detailed picture
f how the response to motion sentences varies across LOTC. We re-
nalysed data collected by Asyraff et al. (2021) , in which participants
ere asked to make simple semantic decisions of sentences describing
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Table 1 

Target stimuli used in the experiment. 

Condition Event Syntactic form Lexical items 1 Lexical items 2 

Motion Event1 Active The bull leapt over the gate. The cow jumped over the fence. 
Passive The gate was leapt over by the bull. The fence was jumped over by the cow. 

Event2 Active The lorry bumped the lamp post. The truck hit the street light. 
Passive The lamp post was bumped by the lorry. The street light was hit by the truck. 

Static Event3 Active The computer processed the file. The laptop analysed the document. 
Passive The file was processed by the computer. The document was analysed by the laptop. 

Event4 Active The student considered the problem. The pupil pondered the issue. 
Passive The problem was considered by the student. The issue was pondered by the pupil. 
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 events. We categorized the 4 events as 2 motion events and 2 static
vents. We used univariate analysis, MVPA, and psychophysiological in-
eraction (PPI) analysis to explore activation patterns within LOTC and
ts functional connectivity with other areas. We used sentences rather
han words or phrases as stimuli, as sentences are more likely to elicit
trong sensory-motor imagery ( Dravida et al., 2013 ). We planned to ask
hree questions. The first is similar to those in previous univariate stud-
es: Which areas within LOTC activate more to motion sentences than
o static ones? Going beyond this, however, we used MVPA to investi-
ate the degree to which neural patterns in LOTC could distinguish mo-
ion from static sentences as well as between different forms of motion.
his allowed us to ask what level of motion knowledge is represented
n LOTC during sentence processing. Finally, we used PPI to investigate
ow connectivity between LOTC and other brain regions changed as a
unction of sentence type. This allowed us to gain additional information
bout the role of LOTC regions by revealing their interactions with other
eural systems. To guide our analyses, we divided LOTC into three sub-
egions along its anterior to posterior axis (see Fig. 1 ), guided by peak
eta-analytic activations for semantics and motion processing. By do-
ng this, we aimed to establish a better understanding of how function
aries across the LOTC region during processing of motion language. 

. Method 

.1. Participants 

26 healthy participants were recruited (20 female; mean age 22.48,
ange 18–35 years). All participants were right-handed native English
peakers, and no one reported history of dyslexia or other neurological
isorders. The study was approved by University of Edinburgh School
f Philosophy, Psychology & Language Sciences Research Ethics Com-
ittee. Other analyses of the data presented here have been reported
y Asyraff et al. (2021) . This previous study used MVPA to investigate
emantic representation of general event concepts; here, we specifically
nvestigated differences between motion and static sentences, with a fo-
us on LOTC. 

.2. Materials 

32 sentences were created as stimuli. Half of these (16) were target
timuli and the other half were fillers. The target sentences described
our different events, each with a different agent, patient and verb (see
able 1 ). Two events involved an agent making a visualizable move-
ent in relation to the object, while the other two involved static acts.
our descriptions of each event by substituting lexical terms with similar
eanings (e.g. ‘cow’ and ‘bull’) and by varying the syntactic structure
f the sentence (active vs. passive). The 16 fillers were anomalous sen-
ences created with words used in target stimuli, and with the same syn-
actic structures. Fillers did not describe a coherent, meaningful event
e.g. The computer jumped over the bull). 
In Asyraff et al. (2021) , all 32 sentences were rated by 18 par-

icipants who did not take part in the main experiment. A five-point
cale was used for rating how meaningful a sentence was; target stim-
li received significantly higher scores than fillers (Target M = 4.56,
3 
D = 0.32; Filler M = 1.53, SD = 0.57; t(30) = 18.6, p < 0.001). For the
urrent study, in order to verify our assignment of sentences as mo-
ion events and static events, the 16 target sentences were rated with a
even-point scale by 22 native English speakers (who did not participate
n the main experiment) for the degree to which each sentence brings
o mind an experience of motion. Motion events received significantly
igher scores than static events (Motion M = 5.42, Static M = 2.23, mean
ifference = 3.18, t(9.66) = 17.76, p < 0.0001). Raters also rated each sen-
ence for visual, auditory and emotional experiences. No difference for
ound for emotion (mean difference = 0.24, t(12.23) = 0.67, p = 0.52);
owever, motion events were more associated with visual (mean dif-
erence = 2.23, t(13.23) = 11.87, p < 0.0001) and auditory experiences
mean difference = 1.92, t(7.99) = 7.84, p < 0.0001). Importantly, the dif-
erence between conditions was considerably larger for the motion rat-
ngs than for either visual or auditory. Thus, the perception of motion
as the most salient difference between our sets of stimuli, but motion
vents also brought to mind richer auditory and visual experiences for
articipants, in line with the real-world perceptual correlates of motion.
We also computed word frequency and concreteness for every tar-

et sentence by averaging values of the content words in each sentence.
oncreteness values were obtained from Brysbaert et al. (2014) and fre-
uency values from Van Heuven et al. (2014) . There was no signifi-
ant difference in word frequency (Motion M = 5.69, Static M = 5.72,
(11.77) = − 0.025, p = 0.89) but motion events were described with more
oncrete words than static events (Motion M = 3.04, Static M = 2.54,
(13.27) = 3.65, p < 0.01). This reflects the fact that motion verbs are
asier to visualize than static verbs. Importantly, neuroimaging meta-
nalyses indicate that activation differences between concrete and ab-
tract concepts are not typically observed in LOTC ( Bucur and Pa-
agno, 2021 ; Wang et al., 2010 ). Thus effects observed in this study
re unlikely to be due to the concreteness difference between motion
nd static events. The list of all sentences and their properties can be
ound in Supplementary Materials. 

.3. Experiment procedure 

On each trial, a fixation cross was presented for 500 ms, followed
y one of the 32 sentences presented in the center of the screen for
000 ms. Participants were required to judge whether the sentence was
eaningful by pressing buttons held in the left and right hands. The
rder of sentence presentation was randomized separately for each par-
icipant in each run. By fully randomizing presentation orders for each
un and participant, we ensured that there was no temporal structure
resent in the data that could lead to false positive errors during MVPA
lassification ( Mumford et al., 2014 ) . After each trial, there was a jit-
ered interval of 4000 ms to 8000 ms. The length of the interval was
andomized independently of sentence order randomization. Each run
resented all 32 sentences once and each participant was asked to com-
lete 6 runs in total. We note that, because the same sentences were used
n each run, neural responses are potentially subject to the repetition
uppression effect, whereby activation decreases when the same stimuli
re processed repeatedly ( Barron et al., 2016 ). There are two reasons
hy we do not believe this poses a problem for the present study. First,
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epetition suppression effects in fMRI are short-lived, dissipating on the
rder of seconds, and are strongest when few other stimuli are presented
etween repetitions ( Barron et al., 2016 ). In the present study, stimulus
epetitions were separated by a mean of 32 stimuli and 360 s (the length
f one run). Second, motion and static sentences were repeated equally
ften, so any repetition suppression should affect both sentence types
qually. 
For the behavioral data, T-tests were used to compare reaction time

nd accuracy for motion vs. static sentences. In addition, R-4.0.3, with
he ‘lme’, ‘effects’ and ‘afex’ packages, was employed to build a linear
ixed effect model predicting RTs on trials with correct responses. Fixed
ffects included the type of events (motion/static), run number in the ex-
eriment and sentence length (number of characters in each sentence).
entence length was set as a fixed effect as sentences were not precisely
atched for length. Participant was set as the random effect with inter-
epts and random slopes for event types. 

. Data acquisition 

A 3T Siemens Prisma scanner and 32-channel head coil were em-
loyed for the data acquisition. The T1-weighted structure scan was ac-
uired with TR = 2.62 s, TE = 4.5 ms and 0.8mm 

3 voxels. For functional
canning, each image contained 46 slices of 3mm 

3 isotropic voxels with
n 80 ×80 matrix and the TR for scanning was 1.7 s. To improve fMRI
ignal quality and reduce the influence caused by movement and other
rtefacts, a whole-brain multi-echo acquisition protocol was used. The
ignal was collected at 3 echo times (13 ms, 31 ms, 48 ms) simultane-
usly ( Feinberg et al., 2010 ; Moeller et al., 2010 ; Xu et al., 2013 ), then
he images were weighted and combined and independent components
nalysis (ICA) was used to remove noise components. 

.1. Preprocessing 

SPM12 and TE-Dependent Analysis Toolbox 0.0.7 (Tedana)
 DuPre et al., 2019 ) were employed for preprocessing. Slice-timing cor-
ection and motion correction were performed first. The data acquired
t the first echo time (13 ms) was used for estimating motion param-
ters ( Power et al., 2017 ). Next, we used Tedana to combine the data
cquired at the 3 echo times into one single time-series and denoise im-
ges in each run ( Kundu et al., 2017 ). Tedana uses ICA to discriminate
oise and task-related signal, based on their different patterns of signal
ecay over increasing TEs. Finally, we employed SPM12 to coregister
unctional scans to the anatomical images and normalize them to MNI
pace with DARTEL ( Ashburner, 2007 ). 
For univariate and PPI analyses, images were smoothed with a kernel

f 8 mm FWHM. We processed data with a high-pass filter with a cut-
ff of 128 s and used one general linear model for analyzing all 6 runs.
n a model of a run, 3 regressors modelled motion events, static events
nd anomalous events respectively. Covariates consisted of six motion
arameters and their first-order derivatives. 

.2. Regions of interest 

We divided left LOTC into 3 sub-regions horizontally: LOTC1, LOTC2
nd LOTC3 ( Fig. 1 ). Each sub-region was defined as a 5 mm radius
phere centered on specific MNI co-ordinates. Co-ordinates for LOTC1
nd LOTC3 were obtained from automated meta-analysis of the neu-
oimaging literature using the Neurosynth database ( Yarkoni et al.,
011 ). 
The center of LOTC1 was located at [ − 52 − 40 2], the peak co-

rdinate in LOTC for activations associated with the term “semantic ”
n Neurosynth (see Fig. 2 A). Thus, LOTC1 represented an anterior loca-
ion within LOTC associated with general semantic processing. Studies
f semantic processing frequently refer to this area as pMTG. In contrast,
OTC3 was centered at [ − 44 − 72 5], the peak co-ordinate from activa-
ions associated with the term “motion ” in Neurosynth (see Fig. 2 A).
4 
ig. 2 B shows the overlap between LOTC3 and area V5, as defined in
he probabilistic atlas of Malikovic et al. (2007) . In addition, the center
o-ordinates of LOTC3 are very close to those obtained in studies that
sed motion perception tasks to localize this area ( Dravida et al., 2013 ;
umphreys et al., 2013 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ). Finally, for LOTC2 we
eeded to identify a region located between the anterior and posterior
xtremes of LOTC1 and LOTC3. We selected the peak co-ordinate from
he whole-brain analysis of meaningful sentences > rest in our own study
 − 54 − 55 3], as this fell midway between the other two regions. Note
hat the use of this peak did not bias us towards finding any particular
ffect of motion over static sentences, since the meaningful sentences
ondition contained equal numbers of both types of sentence. The 3
ub-regions overlapped each other slightly so that we could plot graded
hanges in the functional profile of LOTC along its anterior-to-posterior
xis. Together they covered the entire cortical territory thought to com-
rise LOTC. 

.3. Univariate fMRI analyses 

Both whole-brain analysis and ROI analyses were conducted, con-
rasting motion and static sentences. The whole-brain analysis was cor-
ected for multiple comparisons ( p < 0.05) at the cluster level using
PM’s random field theory, with a cluster-forming threshold of p <
.005. For the univariate ROI analyses, we first used SPM12 to extract
he mean beta values of LOTC1, LOTC2 and LOTC3 in motion event and
tatic event conditions, which represent activation relative to the im-
licit baseline (rest). The beta values were imported into R-4.0.3, and
n ANOVA analysis was completed to assess effects of event type (mo-
ion, static), ROI and their interaction. 

.4. Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) 

We employed MVPA to investigate which areas discriminate between
ifferent types of event. Since some studies have reported that smooth-
ng slightly improves performance in decoding models ( Gardumi et al.,
016 ; Hendriks et al., 2017 ), images used for MVPA were normalized
nd smoothed at 4 mm FWHM. To obtain T-maps for each of the 32
entences, a general linear model was built for each run. In each model,
ach sentence was modelled with a separate regressor. We used CoS-
oMVPA ( Oosterhof et al., 2016 ) for processing the T-maps generated
y these models. 
Previous studies have shown that MVPA can be very sensitive

o differences in reaction time between classes ( Todd et al., 2013 ;
oolgar et al., 2014 ). In the present study, participants were reliably
lower to respond to motion sentences when compared with static sen-
ences (see Results). To avoid the possibility that this difference could
ead to successful classification, we regressed out the effect of RT on
ach voxel’s t-values prior to MVPA. We did this by estimating a lin-
ar model for each voxel predicting t-values from RT on a trial-by-trial
asis. The residuals of these models, which were uncorrelated with RT,
ere used as the patterns in the classifier ( Todd et al., 2013 ). 
Three analyses were performed, repeated at the searchlight and ROI

evel (with the ROIs defined earlier). For the first analysis, a decoding
odel was trained to classify whether activation patterns belonged to
otion or static sentences. This analysis was intended to reveal which
egions were sensitive to the presence of motion in event descriptions.
or the other 2 analyses, we trained 2 models separately to discriminate
etween the 2 kinds of motion events and the 2 kinds of static events
sed in the study. These 2 analyses were intended to identify areas that
oded for the semantic content within the motion and static domains.
etails of each decoding model are as follows: 
Decoding event types (motion vs. static): An example of train and

est patterns for this classifier is shown in Fig. 5 B. Because each event
ould be described using four different sentences (differing in lexical or
yntactic forms), we were able to test the ability of activation patterns to
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Fig. 2. Details about ROI definitions. (A). Re- 
gions significantly associated with “Seman- 
tic ” and “Motion ” keywords in Neurosynth, 
(FDR p < 0.01); (B). Overlap of LOTC3 and 
Area V5. V5 areas are those exceeding 40% 

probability of falling within V5/hOc5 in a 
probabilistic map ( Malikovic et al., 2007 ). 
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lassify motion in a way that generalizes to novel sentences. For one it-
ration, the classifier was trained on 3 of the 4 sentences describing each
vent and tested on the remaining sentences (one for each event) that
ere not used for training. This process was repeated 16 times, until all
ossible combinations of the various lexical forms and syntactic forms
ere used as the training set. We adopted this “leave-one-stimulus-out ”
pproach, as opposed to the more common “leave-one-run-out ” method,
ecause it provides a stronger test of our hypothesis. Specifically, requir-
ng generalization to novel sentences ensures that successful decoding
s driven by conceptual content and not by lower-level characteristics
f particular stimuli ( Asyraff et al., 2021 ). The first searchlight analysis
ave us a whole-brain decoding accuracy map ( Fig. 5 A). The ROI anal-
sis used patterns in LOTC1, 2 and 3 for decoding ( Fig. 7 A), and tested
hether these accuracies were significantly higher than 50% (chance
evel for classifying two categories). 
Decoding specific motion events: A example of one iteration in this

nalysis can be seen in Fig. 6 B. The training sets and testing sets were
artitioned in a way similar way to decoding event types, except that
nly motion sentences were used and the classifier was required to dis-
riminate between the two events that involved motion. The process
as also repeated 16 times, until all possible combinations of different
vent descriptions had been used as the training set. 
Decoding specific static events: This took the same form at decoding

pecific motion events, except that the classifier was trained to discrim-
nate the two static events. An example of one iteration can be seen in
ig. 6 D. 
All classifiers were trained with a support vector machine (LIBSVM)

ith the regularization parameter C set to 1. To test whether the models
ould classify better than chance level, we used a two-stage method to
erform permutation tests ( Stelzer et al., 2013 ). Specifically, a decod-
ng model was trained and tested 100 times for each participant (di-
ided equally between all iterations of the training set), with the class
abels randomly permuted in each run. This process provided a distribu-
ion of accuracies under the null hypothesis for each participant. Then
e used a Monte Carlo approach to compute a null accuracy distribu-
ion at the group level (over all participants). From each participant’s
ull distribution, we selected one random accuracy value/map for each
raining iteration and averaged them to generate a group mean. This
rocess was repeated 10,000 times to generate a distribution of the ex-
ected group accuracy under the null hypothesis. In searchlight anal-
ses, we entered the observed and null accuracy maps into the Monte
arlo cluster statistics function of CoSMoMVPA to generate a statistical
5 
ap corrected for multiple comparisons using threshold-free cluster en-
ancement ( Smith and Nichols, 2009 ). These maps were thresholded at
orrected p < 0.05. For ROI analyses, we used the position of the ob-
erved group accuracy in the null distribution to determine the p-value
e.g. if the observed accuracy was greater than 95% of accuracies in the
ull distribution, the p-value would be 0.05). 

.5. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses 

PPI analysis is a method for investigating task-specific changes in
he relationship between different brain regions’ activity ( Friston et al.,
997 ). PPI is a form of functional connectivity analysis. However, while
unctional connectivity analyses often consider the temporal correla-
ions between different brain regions in all conditions (including the
esting state), PPI focuses specifically on changes in connectivity caused
y experimental manipulations ( Ashburner et al., 2014 ; Gitelman et al.,
003 ; O’Reilly et al., 2012 ). In current study, we used PPI analysis to
nvestigate which brain regions’ activity would show increased corre-
ation with LOTC sub-regions during processing of motion (relative to
tatic) sentences. The PPI analysis for each seed region (LOTC1, LOTC2,
OTC3) was conducted using SPM12 with the following steps. First, the
eed region was defined as described in the Region of Interest section
bove, and the BOLD signal time-series from the seed region was ex-
racted using the first eigenvariate. Then, a general linear model was
uilt with the following regressors: 

1 The signal in the seed region. 
2 A regressor coding for the experimental effect of interest, where mo-
tion sentence trials were coded as ‘ + 1 ′ and static sentences ‘ − 1 ′ . 

3 The interaction between the signal in the seed region and the exper-
imental effect (motion/static). 

4 An additional regressor coding for the presentation of anomalous
sentences, as a nuisance covariate. 

5 Head movement covariates as included in the main univariate anal-
ysis. 

This model was used for testing effects of the PPI regressor (i.e.,
hanges in connectivity driven by sentence type) in the whole brain.
esults were corrected for multiple comparisons ( p < 0.05) at the cluster
sing SPM’s random field theory, with a cluster-forming threshold of p
 0.005. 
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Fig. 3. Univariate effects of motion events 
minus static events at a liberal threshold 
( p < 0.005, uncorrected). 
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.6. Data and code availability 

Group-level results maps and ROI masks are archived at:
ttps://neurovault.org/collections/11009/ . Other study data and code
re available at: https://osf.io/d3nkc/ . 

. Results 

.1. Behavioural data 

Paired t-tests were conducted to examine whether participants re-
ponded differently to static vs. motion events. No significant difference
as found in their accuracies (static M = 93.35%, SD = 0.09, motion
 = 95.11%, SD = 0.08, t(25) = − 1.06, p > 0.3), but participants reacted
aster when processing static events (static M = 1799 ms, SD = 452.02,
otion M = 1931 ms, SD = 459.91, t(25) = − 4.27, p < 0.0002). In a lin-
ar mixed effects model controlling for the effect of run order and length
f sentences, the event type still had a significant effect on reaction time
t(2267) = − 7.316, p < 0.001). 

.2. fMRI data 

Three sets of analysis were formed on the fMRI data: univariate
nalyses, multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) and psychophysiolog-
cal analyses (PPI). 

.3. Univariate analyses 

In the whole-brain analysis contrasting motion vs. static sentences,
here were no significant differences with cluster FWE correction. How-
ver, some small clusters of activation for motion > static events were
bserved at uncorrected p < 0.005 ( Fig. 3 ). These included a small cluster
n LOTC and clusters in regions of parahippocampal gyrus and lateral
ccipital cortex. 
Fig. 4 shows activation estimates for the contrast of motion and static

vents in the three ROIs comprising LOTC. We used two-way repeated
easures ANVOA to test whether the effect of motion varied across the
ub-regions of LOTC. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of
ub-region (F(1.43, 35.83) = 13.057, p < 0.001) and an interaction be-
ween sub-region and condition (F(2, 50) = 5.947, p < 0.005). Post-hoc
6 
ests in each ROI found greater activation for motion events in LOTC2
nly (t(25) = 2.56, p < 0.017). A comparison of all meaningful sentences
s. rest revealed activation in LOTC1 and LOTC2 (see Supplementary
igure 1). 

.4. MVPA analyses 

Fig. 5 displays the result of the first analysis, which discriminated
etween motion and static events. Coloured areas indicate regions
here decoding accuracy significantly exceeded chance levels (cluster-
orrected p < 0.05). Successful decoding was achieved in left hemisphere
emporal and occipital regions. The highest decoding accuracy was
ound in left LOTC. The right lingual gyrus also showed above-chance
evel decoding accuracy. 
Fig. 6 shows the results of classifiers trained to discriminate between

he two motion events and the two static events used in the study. For
he static events, successful decoding was observed in a wide range of
egions in both hemispheres, including LOTC. However, parts of left
ccipital and parietal cortex showed the best decoding performance.
iscrimination between the two motion events was unsuccessful: above-
hance decoding was not observed anywhere in the brain. 
Fig. 7 shows accuracies for each classifier for the LOTC regions

f interest. When classifying the event type (motion/static), LOTC2
nd LOTC3 showed significantly above-chance decoding accuracy, with
ighest accuracy in LOTC2. In contrast, none of the LOTC regions could
uccessfully discriminate between the two different motion events. All
egions could, however, distinguish between the two static events, in
ommon with large swathes of temporal and occipital cortices (see
ig. 6 C). 
Finally, as a control analysis, we took the searchlight classifier

rained to discriminate the two motion events and tested its ability to
ategorize the static events. Since motion and static events do not cor-
espond to one another, this attempt at classification should not be suc-
essful. As expected, no voxels showed above-chance decoding at our
luster-corrected threshold. 

.5. PPI analyses 

To investigate the functional connectivity of LOTC with other parts of
he brain, PPI analyses were conducted using LOTC1, LOTC2 and LOTC3

https://neurovault.org/collections/11009/
https://osf.io/d3nkc/
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Fig. 4. Effects of motion minus static events 
in LOTC ROIs. Bars show one standard error 
of the mean. 

Fig. 5. Decoding of event types (motion vs. static). (A) Decoding accuracy map, showing regions where classifier performance exceeded chance (corrected p < 0.05). 
(B) Example of train and test patterns for one iteration of the analysis. 
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s seed regions. Analyses tested for change in connectivity as a function
f event type (motion vs. static). No regions showed significant increases
n connectivity with LOTC for static relative to motion sentences. For
otion events minus static events, however, significant effects were ob-
erved for the LOTC2 and LOTC3 seeds, as shown in Fig. 8 . 
A similar set of regions was revealed for both LOTC2 and LOTC3,

ncluding left precentral gyrus and lateral prefrontal cortex, left intra-
arietal sulcus, the presupplementary motor area and the lateral occip-
tal cortex bilaterally. These areas all form part of a “multiple demand ”
etwork that shows increased engagement in response to cognitive chal-
enges across multiple domains ( Fedorenko et al., 2013 ). No regions
howed significant connectivity changes for the LOTC1 seed. 

. Discussion 

LOTC has been implicated in conceptual processing of events involv-
ng motion but the precise nature and location of these semantic motion
ffects remains unclear. In this study, we used multiple neuroimaging
nalyses to examine LOTC’s role in motion concept representation. Par-
icipants made semantic decisions to sentences describing events that
id or did not involve physical motion. MVPA revealed that activation
atterns in LOTC discriminated between motion and static events. Sig-
ificant decoding was observed in the middle and posterior parts of
OTC, although only the middle portion of the region showed an activa-
ion increase for motion sentences in univariate analyses. Moreover, PPI
nalyses indicated that the more posterior parts of LOTC increased their
7 
unctional connectivity with the multiple demand network when partic-
pants processed motion sentences. Taken together, these results suggest
hat the more posterior parts of LOTC, very close to motion perception
ortex, are most selectively involved in comprehending events involving
otion, while the anterior part contributes to semantic processing in a
ore general fashion. 
MVPA searchlight analyses across the whole brain indicated that ac-

ivation patterns in left LOTC were most able to discriminate descrip-
ions of static events from those that describe motion. This is consis-
ent with the general view that this area of the cortex plays a particular
ole in comprehension, as well as direct perception, of motion events.
ithin LOTC, above-chance discrimination was observed in its middle
nd posterior areas, LOTC2 and LOTC3, with better decoding accuracy
n LOTC2. In contrast, univariate contrasts of motion > static only found
 significant effect in the middle part of LOTC. This difference may re-
ect the greater sensitivity of MVPA methods to subtle distinctions be-
ween conditions, which are not present in mean activation magnitude
 Weaverdyck et al., 2020 ). Generally, the significant MVPA effects in
OTC suggest that its middle and posterior regions are sensitive to dif-
erences between motion and static events in language, including the
osterior part that overlaps with motion perception cortex (V5). 
PPI analyses also support the idea that posterior parts of LOTC are

ngaged when people process verbal descriptions of motion events.
e used PPI to examine whether the functional connectivity of LOTC
ith other regions changed as a function of conceptual motion con-
ent. When processing motion events, the posterior LOTC2 and LOTC3
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Fig. 6. Decoding of specific motion and static events. (A) and (C) Decoding accuracy map, showing regions where classifier performance exceeded chance (corrected 
p < 0.05). (B) and (D) Examples of train and test patterns for one iteration of each analysis. 

Fig. 7. Decoding accuracies of LOTC1, LOTC2 and LOTC3 in different decoding models. Bars show one standard error of the mean. 
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reas increased their connectivity with precentral gyrus, supplemen-
ary motor area (SMA), IPL and lateral occipital cortex. These regions
orm the multiple demand (MD) network which participates in domain-
eneral cognitive control ( De Baene et al., 2012 ; Koechlin et al., 2003 ;
ouneiher et al., 2009 ). This network has been implicated in controlled
rocessing in domains such as semantic cognition ( Jackson, 2021 ;
hitney et al., 2012 ), decision making ( Coutlee and Huettel, 2012 ;
ickery and Jiang, 2009 ) and action coordination ( Ridderinkhof et al.,
004 ; Rizzolatti et al., 2006 ). Here, we found that when participants
ade semantic decisions about motion events, these cognitive control
8 
reas showed increased interaction with the more posterior parts of
OTC. This could indicate that motion information encoded in LOTC was
ecruited as part of decision-making processes involved in the semantic
udgements. In addition, the stronger connection between lateral visual
ortex and LOTC might be caused not only by general cognitive control,
ut also by the mental imagery of motions. Compared to static events
escribing abstract actions (process, think), the motion events included
erbs (jump over, hit) which were more likely to trigger imagination of
ynamic images, thereby requiring more connectivity between lateral
isual cortex and areas involved in perceiving motion. 
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Fig. 8. Regions showing increased connectivity with LOTC seeds for motion sentences vs. static sentences. (A) Surface render (cluster corrected p < 0.05); (B) Slices 
(cluster corrected p < 0.05). 
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The above results provide a more comprehensive view of LOTC in-
olvement in processing motion concepts, on which previous studies
old different theories. Some researchers believe that motion concept
epresentation requires re-enactment of perceptual experiences and that
5 would directly engage in this process ( Hauk et al., 2004 ; Kiefer et al.,
012 ; Pulvermüller, 2005 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ). Others hold a weaker
mbodiment view, arguing that regions directly involved in perception
o not necessarily engage in semantic processing, but areas close to them
re recruited ( Barsalou, 2003 ; Bedny et al., 2008 ; Kable et al., 2002 ;
artin and Chao, 2001 ). For understanding motion concepts, studies
sing univariate contrasts have found mixed evidence, with some report-
ng V5 involvement ( Assmus et al., 2007 ; Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002 ;
evill et al., 2008 ; Rueschemeyer et al., 2010 ; Saygin et al., 2010 ) while
thers do not ( Bedny et al., 2008 ; Gennari et al., 2007 ; Noppeney et al.,
005 ). In our study, we did not find any effect in LOTC3 in the univari-
te analyses but the more sensitive MVPA analyses did reveal motion
ffects, suggesting that motion perception regions are functionally in-
olved in semantic processing. The LOTC2, as a region anterior to V5,
lso showed motion sensitivity in a range of analyses (univariate ROI
nalyses, MVPA and PPI), consistent with the weak embodiment view
hat areas anterior to V5 are sensitive to conceptual motion. Compared
ith middle and posterior parts of LOTC, the most anterior part, LOTC1,
as not selective in its profile (no univariate motion effects, no PPI ef-
ects and no above-chance MVPA decoding) and we therefore conclude
hat the most anterior parts of LOTC play a more general role in seman-
ic cognition. Overall, then, our results support general embodiment ac-
ounts of semantic processing, which implicate perceptual cortex and
eighboring regions in processing related concepts. More importantly,
he PPI analyses show how the various parts of LOTC coordinate with
omain-general brain networks to process motion concepts. This com-
lex interaction can be reflected more clearly in a study using a variety
f analytic techniques, thus in future explorations, it is important to ap-
ly different analyses to develop a full picture. 
MVPA models discriminating between the two motion events and

he two static events revealed some unexpected results. The decoding
9 
odel for the static events showed the expected pattern, with above-
hance decoding in semantic regions such as prefrontal cortex, IFG and
he anterior and posterior temporal lobes. However, when trained to
iscriminate between the two motion events, no regions showed above-
hance performance and no effects were observed in LOTC (in search-
ight or ROI analyses). Thus, although neural signals across the brain
nd in LOTC distinguished between motion and static sentences, they
ould not reliably discriminate between two different types of motion
vent. 
For the static events decoding model, the generally high classifica-

ion across many brain regions might relate to the subjects of the events,
ather than the actions involved. The temoporoparetial junction region,
ateral temporal cortex and posterior cingulate gyrus showed strong ef-
ects in discriminating between static events, and these areas are all
arts of default mode network (DMN), which is engaged in processing
ocially relevant information and plays a key role for understanding oth-
rs’ mental states ( Li et al., 2014 ; Mars et al., 2012 ). One static event
nvolved comprehending a person’s mental state and the other did not
computer processed file/student considered question), and DMN re-
ions are likely to have responded differently to the human-relevant
nd object-relevant events for this reason. 
The poor performance of LOTC in motion events decoding model

as not predicted by embodied cognition theories, which would expect
ifferent patterns when different types of motion are described. One
ossible reason for this null result is the degree of perceptual simula-
ion required by the task. Previous MVPA studies that have successfully
ecoded specific types of motion using neural responses in lateral pos-
erior temporal cortex have elicited responses using videos of actions
 Wurm et al., 2016 ; Wurm and Caramazza, 2019 ) or have asked people
o make explicit action judgements about sentences ( Wurm and Cara-
azza, 2019 ). In contrast, in the present study we used the relatively
hallow task of asking participants to judge whether a written sentence
as meaningful. The motion types might be decoded better if partici-
ants were required to deeply visualize different motions. However, this
onclusion is speculative and further studies with more and deeper tar-
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et stimuli are needed to investigate effects of different motion types in
OTC. 
This study has a few limitations. Our two-category classification de-

ign required us to use a small number of events with simple sentence
tructure (agent-verb-patient). Future studies could use more events
ith different structures in their training sets, testing the degree to
hich our results generalize across conceptual and linguistic space. This
s a particularly important point considering the limited ability of activa-
ion patterns to discriminate between the two motion events included
n the present study. Another possible limitation was that we did not
now how deeply participants processed the sentences. The task goal
ay change people’s comprehension strategies, modulating the degree
f embodiment and accompanying brain activity (for discussion, see
inder & Desai, 2011; Barsalou et al. 2008). For example, when peo-
le read novels, a detailed description of the environment and events
ould encourage people to enact detailed simulations of the content.
n contrast, deciding whether a sentence is meaningful (like our ex-
erimental task) might be accomplished with less resort to mental im-
gery and simulation. Further research could ask participants to imagine
he scene described by the sentences, to explore whether the LOTC’s
unction in motion concept representation would be affected by this
actor. 
In conclusion, using a range of analyses, this study found that mid-

le and posterior parts of LOTC responded differently to motion and
tatic events, including regions associated with perceptual processing
f motion. We suggest that future explorations combining activation-
ased, connectivity and pattern analysis techniques will be valuable
n gaining further understanding of LOTC’s role in motion concept
epresentation. 
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